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Purity comes from singularity, not from many voices, many paths, many thoughts. If the doctrine of the 

Lady of the White Way is to have saving power, it must be pure. 

 

 You have purified yourself, prepared, and hardened your soul. You are ready to stand before demons 

filled with the holy wrath of the Lady of the White Way and cast them out of this world. You have 

memorized the Writ of Denial. Each round, spiritually wrestle with a demon in the same arena as a 

focus action. Pass a Horror test, difficulty 6 the first round, +3 each round thereafter. If you pass a 

number of consecutive Horror tests equal to the demon’s Wounds, it is ejected to the World Below. 

 

 The demands of purity are absolute. If matters of faith cannot be reduced to yes or no questions, then 

the things your sworn duty requires you to do lose their holy mandate, and you sacrifice yourself and 

others for nothing. You do not add complexity to create ambiguity when it comes to doctrine and 

heresy; the mind can twist any statement to sound reasonable eventually. You have too much power 

to betray those you serve by pitting your reason against their consensus. 

 

Signature Items: Writ of Purification signed by the Pontiff. Broad brimmed black hat, long black coat. 

Silver dagger etched with the holy symbol of the Lady of the White Way. Starting Coin: 3d10 x5 gold. 

 

 

 Chilling.** Constant. You have seen things, done things; you know what humanity is capable of, and 

you’ve faced what comes from the World Below. The law allows you to torture and kill. You can 

inspire a Terror or Horror test with difficulty equal to your Commitment when you intimidate others. 

 

 Circle of Protection.** Rested. It takes 10 minutes per arena, or 1 minute for a circle big enough for 

about 3 people to stand. You also need salt and chalk as a minimum, ideally also candles and special 

ingredients (each extra potency adds +1 to your Commitment to power the protection). You can 

create a barrier that demons cannot cross. If a demon has more Wounds than your Commitment, the 

DM can spend 1 Awesome Point per your Commitment each round (half to you, half to the bowl) and 

the demon can push through in 3 rounds. This also works on door frames and window frames and 

such, to seal a room or building instead of just making a circle. 

 

 Conviction.** Constant. You know how to silence your own doubt and your own human weakness, 

to steel yourself to do what must be done. Every Awesome Point you spend to resist Fear, Horror, and 

Madness grants +4. 

 

 Sense Deception.** Constant. When you suspect you may be lied to, add Awareness and 

Commitment together against the target’s Cunning to detect the lie. Also, you can test Awareness to 

detect supernatural power when it is active in your arena. 

 

 Wrath.** Constant. When attacking enemies of the faith, adding +1 Wound to damage costs 1 

Awesome Point. This does not work against animals or the ignorant (unless they are actively pursuing 

a defiling course against the Lady.) It does work against monsters that should not exist, and those who 

willingly support false gods and heresies. 
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 You speak for the Church, with the power of the Law. In lands where the Lady of the White Way is 

worshipped as the one true goddess, you may investigate anyone you choose. Only two Purifiers or a 

Cardinal can accuse you of crimes or incarcerate you—anyone else must endure your attention. You 

may kill anyone you choose (though your actions will be reviewed by your superiors if you anger 

powerful people.) You have the power to administer Last Rites to save the dying, to baptize, and to 

defrock clergy (three purifiers can defrock a cardinal). You are versed in theology and ritual practice. 
 


